
  

Spotlight:   An   Overview   
A   Publication   of   the   Ashland   Climate   Action   Project     

  
THE   ASHLAND   CLIMATE   ACTION   PROJECT   (ACAP)   of   Southern   Oregon   Climate   Action   Now    kicked   off   a   new   initiative   

in   November   2020:    “ Spotlight ,”   a   twice-monthly   column   in   the    Ashland   Tidings .     Spotlight    highlights   local   actions   

to   reduce   greenhouse   gas   emissions   and   attain   the   goals   of   the    Ashland   Climate   and   Energy   Action   Plan   (CEAP) .     

  

The   ACAP   Steering   Committee   serves   as    Spotlight’s    editorial   board   and   ACAP   Chair   Lorrie   Kaplan   is   the   primary   

author   and   managing   editor.   Each   article   runs   between   500-750   words.   Tips,   comments,   story   ideas,   and   guest   

authors   are   warmly   welcomed.   Send   any   of   these   to   ACAPSpotlight@socan.eco.     

  

Spotlight    celebrates:   

  

● The   importance   of   positive   energy.    Our   goal   is   to   motivate   and   inspire;   we   are   action-oriented   and   

positive;   optimistic   but   honest;   we   portray   climate   action   as   possible   and   not   onerous.     

● The   power   of   community.    We   believe   in   the   power   of   people   working   together.   We   hope   to   mobilize   

residents   around   key   issues   and   valuable   projects   that   are   underway   or   attempting   to   get   off   the   ground.   

We   hope   to   learn   from   other   communities   as   well   as   serve   as   a   catalyst   for   others.   We   support   and   

highlight   efforts   to   extend   climate   action   into   neighboring   communities.   

● Local   action.    We   believe   that   climate   action   is   critically   important   at   all   levels   of   society.   We   believe   that   

local   action   is   meaningful   and   is   not   just   for   show   or   to   help   assuage   our   feelings   of   guilt   and   helplessness.     

● Humanity.    We   illuminate   stories   of   real   people--of   their   successes   as   well   as   the   constraints   to   their   

success   that   need   to   be   alleviated.   We   share   examples   of   real   people   taking   action   in   other   cities   when   

there   are   lessons   that   may   be   learned   for   our   community.     

● Equity.    We   believe   in   social,   economic,   and   environmental   justice.   We   believe   that   climate   action   should   

be   accessible   to   all.     

● Climate   action   as   an   economic   engine.    We   believe   that   investing   in   climate   action   can   bring   powerful   

economic   benefits   when   done   wisely.     

● Climate   action   as   a   way   to   improve   quality   of   life.     We   believe   that   climate   action   can   help   us   build   

cleaner,   healthier,   more   livable   communities.     

● Learning   together.    We   hope   to   learn   from   our   own   successes   and   missteps   as   well   as   from   the   

experiences   of   other   communities.     

  

  

  

  

  

   

  

https://socan.eco/ashland-climate-action/
http://www.ashland.or.us/Page.asp?NavID=16972


  

Spotlight’s    Target   Audience   and   How   Best   to   Reach   Them   

  

Many   Ashland   residents   describe   themselves   as   “extremely”   or   “very”   alarmed   about   climate   change.   This   group   is   

Spotlight’s    primary   audience.     

  

Research   published   by    The   Yale   Program   on   Climate   Change   Communication ,   updated   in   October   2020,   has   found   

that   Americans   can   be   categorized   into   six   distinct   groups— Global   Warming’s   Six   Americas —b ased   on   their   beliefs  

and   attitudes   about   climate   change.   The    Alarmed    are   the   most   engaged,   are   very   worried   about   climate   change,   

and   strongly   support   actions   to   address   it.   The    Concerned    think   global   warming   is   a   significant   threat,   but   prioritize   

it   less   and   are   less   motivated   to   take   action.   The    Cautious    are   aware   of   the   warming   but   are   uncertain   about   its   

causes   and   are   not   worried   about   it.   The    Disengaged    are   largely   unaware   of   global   warming,   while   the    Doubtful   

doubt   it   is   happening   or   human-caused   and   perceive   it   as   a   low   risk.   The    Dismissive    do   not   believe   the   planet   is   

warming   or   that   it   is   human-caused.   They   oppose   most   climate   policies. Alarmed   and   Concerned   want   info   about   

actions,   not   evidence   or   causes.    The   Alarmed   are   most   likely   to   report   an   interest   in   finding   out   what   kind   of   

actions   can   be   taken   to   reduce   it,   either   by   the   U.S.   or   personally.     

  

Using   this   framework,   the   target   audiences   of    Spotlight    are   the    Alarmed    and   the    Concerned .   The   Yale   research   

delves   into   the   best   communication   strategies   for   reaching   these   audiences.   Here   are   the   take-home   messages   

from   the   Yale   research   that   guide   our   approach   to    Spotlight :     

  

1. Action-Orientation.    Both   the   Alarmed   and   Concerned   are   most   interested   in   learning   about   solutions   to   

climate   change   –   actions   they   and   the   U.S.   can   take   to   mitigate   the   effects.   They   are   already   strongly   

convinced   of   the   reality   and   danger   of   climate   change,   so   strong   arguments   on   these   topics   aren't   needed;   

they   need   instead   information   about   solutions   that   are   both   feasible   and   effective.    

2. Efficacy.    The   Alarmed   and   Concerned   tend   to   have   high   levels   of   concern   about   climate   change,   but   lower   

levels   of   efficacy   with   regard   to   solving   it;   hence,   communicators   may   wish   to   focus   on   building   efficacy   to   

complement   the   groups'   high   risk   perceptions   to   motivate   them   to   take   action.   While   majorities   of   these   

groups   agree   that   humans   could   reduce   climate   change,   the   proportions   who   believe   their   own   actions   

make   a   "some"   or   "a   lot"   of   difference   in   reducing   their   emissions   have   decreased   over   the   past   five   years   

by   13   percentage   points   among   the   Alarmed   (from   68%   to   55%),   and   by   23   percentage   points   among   the   

Concerned   (from   61%   to   38%).   Several   forms   of   efficacy   are   relevant   for   climate   change:   Response   efficacy   

–   the   belief   that   responses   to   the   threat   will   be   effective   in   reducing   it;   self-efficacy   –   the   belief   that   one   is   

capable   of   taking   these   actions;   and   collective   efficacy   –   the   belief   that   one's   group   is   capable   of   acting   

effectively   together.   Much   evidence   suggests   that   people   who   feel   both   threatened   and   capable   of   taking   

effective   action   to   reduce   the   threat   are   more   likely   to   take   action,   and   a   recent   meta-analysis   supported   

the   idea   that   threatening   information   only   promotes   behavior   change   when   efficacy   is   also   high.   The   

Alarmed   and   Concerned   already   feel   threatened,   however,   so   messages   emphasizing   the   ability   of   

individuals   or   groups   to   effectively   fight   climate   change   are   likely   to   be   most   effective   with   these   groups.   

The   messages   must,   however,   be   convincing,   or   they   may   boomerang,   lessening   both   confidence   in   

solvability   and   behavior   change.   

3. Leadership   Development.    An   additional   strategy   for   consideration   with   the   Alarmed   is   tapping   their   

potential   to   act   as   opinion   leaders.   This   is   actually   a   strategy   for   reaching   the   less   involved   middle   

segments   that   are   more   likely   to   be   influenced   interpersonally   than   through   the   mass   media.   But   it   entails   

a   campaign   objective   for   communications   with   the   Alarmed   –   i.e.,   activating   their   opinion   leadership   

potential.   Scholars   have   suggested   using   a   “two-step   flow”   model   of   communication   on   climate   change:   

Rather   than   trying   to   communicate   with   all   citizens   directly,   climate   communicators   might   instead   

https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/
https://climatecommunication.yale.edu/about/projects/global-warmings-six-americas/


  

promote   opinion   leadership   among   the   Alarmed,   encouraging   them   to   discuss   the   issue   with   friends   and   

family   more   frequently.   Targeting   those   Alarmed   who   are   already   opinion   leaders   –   i.e.,   people   who   are   

well-connected   socially   and   who   frequently   give   advice   or   have   their   advice   sought   out   by   those   they   are   

connected   to   –   would   be   particularly   desirable.   These   people   may   then   proceed   to   use   personal   influence   

within   their   social   networks   to   create   a   larger   overall   effect   than   if   the   communicator   had   tried   to   reach   

the   same   audience   directly.   One   scholar   has   shown   evidence   that   the   ideal   opinion   leader   is   one   who   both   

sets   a   normative   behavioral   example   and   explicitly   communicates   about   why   behavior   change   is   a   good   

idea.   Our   surveys   of   the   Alarmed   and   Concerned   show   that   in   addition   to   being   more   likely   to   talk   about   

global   warming,   they   are   more   likely   to   engage   in   behaviors   designed   to   reduce   carbon   emissions,   making   

them   good   candidates   for   this   type   of   leadership.     
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